
Simulation of a 170 deg cast with a 906 rod, max haul speed 11.9 m/s 

Only the timing of the haul is varied and some typical characteristics of the cast are 
compared. 

  

Maximum horizontal line speed value is achieved if the peak haul velocity occurs close to 
MAV, but as shown below, this corresponds to a tail in the line since the tip path drops by 
about 10 inches (25 cm) below the non hauled cast, for a short distance: 

  

It is thus better to have a slightly later haul (50 ms after MAV for peak velocity) and get rid 
of the tail. The price to pay is about 3 m/s. Delaying further drives down the maximum 
horizontal speed (another 7 m/s less), but allows recovering more of the peak speed. This 
could be an indicator when analyzing videos: if you do not recover the full haul speed, it 
means that the peak haul speed is closer to MAV. If you get the entire peak haul speed, this 
peak is close to RSP. 
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The absolute line speed depends on the haul but also on the extra bending of the rod due 
to the change of momentum of the line caused by the haul (more elastic energy is 
transferred to the line). This is why you can have a high speed whilst recovering about 30% 
of peak haul speed if peak haul speed occurs at MAV. 

The graphic below illustrates various data: RSP, MCL and maximum horizontal speed of the 
line. This speed takes place just before RSP. If you place a vertical line at 50 ms for peak 
haul speed, then you have nearly recovered the characteristics of the non hauled cast, but 
with a higher line speed. 

  

Above that point (50 ms), delays increase, max line speed is reduced, but loop size is also 
reduced (see the graphic on next page which illustrates the tip path without haul and with 
a haul corresponding to respectively MAV, 50 ms after MAV and 100 ms after MAV  for peak 
haul velocity). 
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In terms of synchronization of motions, it is easier to follow the rotation of the rod with 
the haul hand. I rely on line tension, and haul when this tension increases significantly. 
One can feel the extra bend of the rod in good conditions (not too stiff a rod) and the large 
increase in tension. There is a time delay of about 40 ms for the order from the brain to 
reach the hand motion, so the chances to get the peak haul velocity after MAV are good. If 
I am too early, that will show up by a tail in the loop, if I am late I shall not be able to 
detect whether I am close to RSP or not. In such a situation it would mean that the haul 
ends around MCF. 

I think that in practice, one does not haul before MAV, or by very little. Expert casters (and 
you are) haul late, but how much, how regularly, closer to MAV or RSP; I hope that new 
videos will help us to get an idea of that. 

Note: the hand path (issued from a video) goes a little backwards at the very end of the 
cast (a kind of hook). This explains the path of the tip. 

For future videos, there is the need to capture tip speed and line speed; otherwise we 
shall continue to speculate about what is exactly happening. The model can help to 
understand the trends, but we need some actual data. 

Daniel 
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